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Which new opportunities?



Growing use of (mobile) Internet

More and more of people’s life happens online

More and more of the online activity is done through smartphones

        

WHICH NEW OPPORTUNITIES

1 https://datareportal.com/reports/digital-2022-global-overview-report; 2 https://www.bankmycell.com/blog/how-many-phones-are-in-the-world

Average daily time1 spent online by each internet user from 2016 to 2021

83% of the world population have smartphones2

+30m

Smartphones have sensors + apps 
→  possible to collect many different types of new data

https://datareportal.com/reports/digital-2022-global-overview-report
https://www.bankmycell.com/blog/how-many-phones-are-in-the-world


GEOLOCATION DATA

Obtained through a tracking
application installed on participants’ mobile 
devices to register at least the GPS coordinates

METERED DATA

Obtained through a tracking application (‘‘meter’’) 
installed by the participants on their devices to 
register at least the URLs of the webpages visited.
Usually collected in metered panels.

New data types considered

WHICH NEW OPPORTUNITIES

VISUAL DATA

Screenshots
Photos/videos taken during the survey
Visual files saved on (or accessible from) the 
device

VOICE DATA

Dictation
Voice recording

IN-THE-MOMENT SURVEYS triggered by such data

Most of those data can also be collected for PCs



How could they help?



ParticipantsResearchers

Main expected benefits (Revilla, 2022)

HOW COULD THE NEW DATA TYPES HELP?

• Reduce some of the issues related 
to measurement errors

• Massive amount of data

• Granular / detailed data

• Real time / continuous        
(passive data)

• Provide data for new concepts 
(not measured so far)

• Answer new research questions

• Reduce time dedicated to 
provide information

• Reduce efforts

• More enjoyable



But this is not that easy…

What most people think Reality

Our goal = get more knowledge that will help better use such data



Example 1: visual data



Visual data have been used to study different topics

EXAMPLE 1: VISUAL DATA

Ilic et al. (2022) Slavec (2024)Ohme et al. (2021)

Heating system Bedroom flooringScreen-time



But lot of different challenges

EXAMPLE 1: VISUAL DATA

Will 
participants 

share the 
images?

How can the 
information 
be extracted 

from the 
images?

Which tool 
can be used to 

collect the 
photos?

How can the 
images be 

stored safely?



Understanding non-participation

EXAMPLE 1: VISUAL DATA

SKILLS

AVAILABILITY

DATA SHARED

BURDEN

WILLINGNESS



Collecting and processing images

EXAMPLE 1: VISUAL DATA

Step 1:
Operationalization

Step 2:
Definition  

labels

Step 3:
Choice 

classification 
method(s)

Step 4:
Collection 

images

Step 5:
Images 

enhancement 
and revision

Step 6:
Classification

Step 7:
Verification 

classification 
outcomes

Iteration 
among  
factors

Step 8:
Analyses

Ethical 
revisions



EXAMPLE 1: VISUAL DATA

• Number of books often used as indicator of cultural or 
economic capital

– But people do not know how many books they have
– Social desirability bias expected → over-reporting
– Kind of books also matter (cooking vs history books)

• Asking for photos of the books has the potential to provide:

– More accurate information about the number of books
– Extra information (kind of books, language, storage, etc.)

• Still working on the analyses/papers → everything more 
complicated than expected…

A picture is worth 

a thousand words

Collecting photos of the books people have at home (Iglesias et al., 2023)



Example 2: metered data



Metered data have been used to study different topics

EXAMPLE2: METERED DATA

More than 80 papers published using metered data

They usually do not 
consider that 

metered data have 
errors

But can we 
assume this?



Many potential errors

EXAMPLE2: METERED DATA

Meter not installed

Shared devices

Technology limitations

Total Error framework for digital traces 
collected with Meters (TEM)

Overview of possible errors & their causes



Important problem of undercoverage

EXAMPLE2: METERED DATA

TRI-POL data (Torcal et al., 2023)

Netquest panels in Spain, Portugal and Italy

N = 2,653

Only 26% of participants are fully covered

Simulations suggest that some bias occurs 
due to this undercoverage



Potential problems in validity and reliability

EXAMPLE2: METERED DATA

Media exposure is a bad 
predictor of political 

knowledge

Predictive validity Reliability

Is the measure consistent 
across multiple 
observations? 

(Quasi simplex model) 

Association between media 
exposure & political 

knowledge (TRI-POL)

Low validity?

Average is .86, but large 
fluctuations

Quite similar to survey 
questions

+2,500 measures of media exposure



Alternative to study validity and reliability: the MTMM approach 

EXAMPLE2: METERED DATA

3 correlated traits 

2 methods to 
measure them

Validity coeff.

Reliability coeff.

ESRA 2023 Conference, Milan

Measurement quality = validity x reliability



Alternative to study validity and reliability: the MTMM approach 

EXAMPLE2: METERED DATA

Netquest metered 
panel in Spain

N = 1,200

May/June 2023

Tracking mobile 
and PCs

First experiment: News

Second experiment: Communication

Third experiment: Entertainment
Measurement 

quality of metered 
data often (much) 
lower than the one 

of survey



Alternative to study validity and reliability: the MTMM approach 

EXAMPLE2: METERED DATA

Netquest metered 
panel in Spain

N = 1,200

May/June 2023

Tracking mobile 
and PCs

First experiment: News

Second experiment: Communication

Third experiment: Entertainment
Measurement

quality of metered
data often (much) 
lower than the one 

of survey



Conclusions

Starting is difficult, 
finishing is way harder



Increasing interest in new data types

• Issues in conventional surveys push researchers to consider new data 
types

−Could reduce some types of errors + provide new/more detailed data

• Potentially broad applications and new insights

CONCLUSIONS

• But lot of challenges as well



We are not saved yet…

Errors

Errors Errors

Errors



Much more research needed

Learn more about the errors of these data in different contexts

CONCLUSIONS

1

2 Understand better when it is worth using new data types

Effects on the resultsSize of errorsTypes of errors

Need to better 
understand the 
mechanisms

Need to identify when 
benefits > problems 
(researchers & participants)



Much more research needed

Understand better how to use these data

CONCLUSIONS

3

Combine with conventional surveys?

Provide different but complementary 
information

Replace conventional data? 

Errors will always be present

Crucial to identify them and think about their  
consequences

+



Thanks!

Questions?

Melanie Revilla | IBEI

mrevilla@ibei.org

https://www.upf.edu/web/webdataopp
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